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Positional preferences… huh?
Do positional preferences drive risk-taking behavior?



The problem with positional preferences





N=648

Male (76%)

37 years old

Educated at an 
university (81%)

Has recreational 
avalanche training 
(66%)

Has been involved in at 
least one avalanche 
incident (41%)

Has 21 BC ski 
days/season

Has been an active 
BC rider for 9 years



Imagine a weekend where you have been out riding. You rode terrain that you judged to be safe and responsible 
given current avalanche conditions and your riding and terrain management skills. 

Snow conditions were good.

Now imagine that you learned afterwards about the riding others had in your social group that weekend.

How would your experienced level of contentment with your weekend be affected by the following 
situations? Presume that no accidents occurred. 

YOU rode much more CHALLENGING TERRAIN than others did

OTHERS rode much more CHALLENGING TERRAIN than you did

Very much 
less content

- 3

Very much 
more content

+3
No effect

0



Thinks that riding bold lines 
will produce respect from 
friends

Admires riders who ride bold 
lines

Thinks that a focus on 
safety will produce 
respect from friends

Admires riders who 
focus on safety

More likely to boast about 
riding bold lines

Not positional; 
68%

Positional; 
32%



Not avalanche terrain (max slope: 27°)

No exposure from above or below

Avalanche terrain (max slope: 40°)

Terrain trap

SAFE RUN RISKY RUN



Are “positional” riders more willing to ski a potentially risky line?

YES

Age
BC experience

Perceived risk (-)

Risk preferences (+)

Avalanche training (-)

Education (-)

Gender (-)

Bragging (+)
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20%

29%

Not PP PP



Hypothetical choices
≠

real choices

Our participants
= 

motivated experts

CONCLUSIONS?

Social recognition is a 
motivating factor for behavior

Avalanche training ≠ vaccine 

Social norms matter!

Positional individuals 
= vulnerable group

!?



CONCLUSIONS?

YOUR SOCIAL SIGNALS MATTER

THANKS!


